
MINUTES OF PARK SURGERY PRACTICE MEETING HELD 
ON TUEDAY 12TH NOVEMBER AT 7.00 PM AT PARK SURGERY. 

 
1. PRESENT:- Nigel Hallam 

   Jane Wharton 
   Stacie Wilson 
   John Flinders 
   Mary Vukaijlovik 
 

APOLOGIES:-Mary Shaw 
    Victor Hall 
    Lesley Hall 
    Kathleen Isam 
    Dr Jayne Lynas 
    Cate Starr 
    Barry Wood 
 
 
Firstly, members looked through entries received for the Nursing Poster competition 
received from students at New College Nottingham. A winning entry was chosen and 
Jane will contact the College to inform them. A member of staff at the College had 
asked if the students that had produced the winning entry would be able to attend the 
surgery to have a photograph taken with the poster and members of the Park Surgery 
PPG. Members agreed that this would be a good idea. Jane will arrange this. Jane then 
said that the College had also asked whether students could attend the practice to 
produce displays for the waiting room, Jane was in agreement with this and asked 
PPG  members whether they had any ideas regarding potential display themes. Falls, 
alcoholism, winter warmers and A+E attendances were ideas put forward. Jane will 
feedback to the College and clarify the exact nature of the offer. Action Point: Jane  
 
Jane then gave patients a copy of the proposed “draft”2014 Patient Survey 
Questionnaire which had been produced following discussions with Nigel. It was 
agreed that Nigel will circulate the draft copy to all PPG members and ask them to put 
forward any suggested amendments before the final draft is produced.  
Action Point: Nigel  
 
Nigel proposed the date week commencing 27th January 2014 for the survey to be 
carried out, members present were in agreement with this, Nigel will contact all 
members to find out availability and produce a rota for members to be in attendance 
during this week. Action Point: Nigel  
 
 
Nigel informed the group that unfortunately, both Vanessa Barry and Denise Pritchard 
had contacted him with their resignations from the Park Surgery PPG as they had 
moved out of the area and therefore changed GP surgeries. Mrs Isam, Barry, Lesley 
and Vic had also been in contact to say that they were unable to attend this meeting.  
 
Jane informed the group that the administration of flu vaccines has been successful 
this year with over 1,000 done in the Saturday clinic that was held and the majority of 
the rest done in subsequent clinics held on Thursday afternoons.  



 
Nigel then went through the minutes of the meeting held on Tuesday 24th September 
2013 and addressed any Action Points;  
 

 Mary Vukjailovik had arranged for Trudie from Waist Wise to attend the 
meeting this evening. 

 Nigel asked Jane for an update on the appointment system. Jane informing the 
group that there did not seem to be any on-going issues with the appointment 
system now. Reception staff are now offering patients the next available 
appointment, informing them that they can book ahead. Jane then informed the 
PPG that in early 2014, the surgery will be installing two further telephone 
lines and patients will be placed in a queue when they telephone the surgery, 
rather than hearing the engaged tone when trying to reach the surgery at peak 
times, i.e. 8am and 2pm. The surgery will also be installing a self-check in 
machine in the waiting room which should free up receptionists to answer 
telephone calls more promptly.  

 Jane informed the group that having toys in the waiting room at the surgery 
would pose infection control issues. Jane said that children were more than 
welcome to bring a toy with them from home to play with in the waiting room. 
It was decided that a poster could be produced and put up in the waiting room 
to inform patients of this.  

 The item relating to Florence Shipley Home development was deferred 
until Mary was in attendance to provide an update. 

 
Nigel will liaise with Jane regarding a date for the next Park Surgery PPG meeting 
after the survey has been carried out. 
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